Karakoram Area Development Organization
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Karakoram Area Development Organization (KADO) is a not-for-profit and indigenous development
organization in Gilgit-Baltistan (GB). It works on the mission to develop local capacities for equitable and
sustainable development in GB.
“Enhancing Employability of Marginalized Segments in GB through ICT” is one of the projects of KADO
which focuses on providing employable trainings to thousands of marginalized people in “Online
Earning/Freelancing” and “Alternate Energy Solutions” in GB. This project falls under Fund for Innovative Training
(FIT) programme which is co-funded by the European Union, the Kingdom of Netherlands and the Federal
Republic of Germany and implemented through GIZ in collaboration with NAVTTC.
For this project, KADO immediately needs highly motivated candidates (Expert Trainers/Consultants) for below
mentioned contractual positions (duration of position may vary from 03 months to 01 year or even more
depending upon time availability of the professional trainer/consultant). Relevant companies/firms/software
houses may also send their trainers for short duration. Trainers will be on rotation basis in various I.T Centers in
many areas of GB to train the participants. Outstation trainers will be provided accommodation facilities during
trainings on need basis.











Trainer – Programmer/Software Design & Development
Trainer - Graphics / Web Designer
Trainer - Accounts & Finance Expert
Trainer - E-Marketing/SEO/SMM
Trainer - Call Center Expert
Trainer - Resource Mobilization Expert
Trainer - Online Forex & Stocks Trading Expert
Trainer - I.T for Entrepreneurs.
Part Time Trainers - Communication Experts for Online Activities
Trainer - Solar Energy Solutions Expert

Common Job Responsibilities & Considerations for Trainers
Trainers will report to the Project Manager. Responsibilities of all the trainers include;
 To develop/customize training modules and curriculum for short duration trainings (01 month or 03 month or
04 months depending upon type of trainings).
 To conduct monthly trainings in I.T Centers across G.B as per the Training Calendar. Per day 02 to 03
batches (20 trainees per batch) needs to be trained.
 To hunt relevant projects from online or offline market to engage the trainees with real market projects.
 To develop and implement assessment strategies for trainees to ensure the quality of output.
 To complete the training as per developed modules/curriculum within specified time period.
 To keep close liaison with Job Placement Officer to hunt jobs/work from online and offline market and engage
trained human resource in relevant jobs.
 To document learnt lessons, success stories, best practices, challenges emerged during trainings and
possible solutions for further dissemination to the stakeholders to bring more innovation in the project
activities.
 To provide real business like professional environment to the trainees during the trainings.




Key Performance Indicators; 1) Trainees have gained advanced level skills in relevant field. 2) Trainees are
competent enough to avail online/offline job opportunities. 3) The trainees are capable of
developing/designing/completing a project (individually or in a group) for a client/business.
An Important Requirement; The trainer should have some of his practical examples to show e.g. projects
he/she has accomplished in the past.

Programmer/Software Design & Development (Salary Range; Rs.60K to 80K)
Other specific responsibilities include;
 Train the participants in Programming for online projects and practically engage them with an online project.
 To design and develop the “Online Trainees Tracking System” to update the data related to trainees on real
time basis.
 To coordinate with the Web/Graphics Designer in order to design and develop the project’s website to market
the skills and services of trained human resource among the potential clients. Also, to improve KADO’s
existing website.
Qualifications & skills;
 Masters degree or equivalent in Computer Sciences/Software Engineering from a reputable institution.
 At least 05 years of relevant experience in commercial software development. Working experience on online
projects would be given preference.
 Must have in-depth knowledge of advance object oriented programming
 Must have the conceptual understanding of Programming platforms and technologies (e.g. Java, .Net and
Android) and development expertise in any one of them.
 Must have experience of software design using at least one of the technologies i.e. Java, .Net, Ruby, Rails,
C/C++, PL / SQL, UML and other Software Design Tools.
 Must have comprehensive hands on experience of working in Microsoft Visual Studio.NET, Eclipse /
NetBeans IDEs.
 Good knowledge of latest hardware capabilities and possibilities.
 Updated knowledge of software market demands.
Graphics / Web Designer (Salary Range; Rs.50K to 70K)
Other specific responsibilities include;
 Train the participants in online Graphic/Web Designing and practically engage them with an online project.
 To design and develop the “Online Trainees Tracking System” and integrate it with the website in coordination
with the Programmer.
 To coordinate with the Programmer in order to design and develop the project’s website to market the skills
and services of trained human resource among the potential clients. Also, to improve KADO’s existing
website.
 Design quarterly journal and other marketing collateral of the project.
Qualifications & skills;
 Masters degree or equivalent in Computer Sciences/Software Engineering from a reputable institution.
 At least 05 years of relevant experience in commercial web development. Working experience on online
projects would be given preference.
 Must have experience of using commercial and open source multimedia tools (on linux and windows).
 Must have in-depth knowledge of WC3 web standards
 Must be expert in CSS3, HTML5 for Mobile and desktop browsers.
 Must have in-depth knowledge and comprehensive hands on experience of Adobe Creative Suite (CS-CS4),
Flash or other related tools for Web & Graphics designing.
 Must be fluent in web programming in javascript, Ajax, php or ASP.NET or JSPs.
 Must have practical experience of working with Apache, IIS etc.
 Hands on experience of working on Wordpress, Joomla and other related CMSs.




Preferably have the practical experience in implementation of commercial/open source E-Commerce modules
in websites.
Should have the updated knowledge of Web Design market demands.

Accounts & Finance Expert (Salary Range; Rs.35K to 45K)
Other specific responsibilities include;
 Train the trainees in online accounts & finance management skills and practically engage them with an online
project.
Qualifications & skills;
 Masters in Accounting preferably with professional Degrees/Diplomas/Certificates i.e. CA (part qualified),
ACCA, CIMA, CMA, CIA etc.
 At least 05 years of relevant experience of accounts & finance management (preferably online).
 Must have experience in maintaining accounts in as many as possible internationally famous accounting
softwares. (QuickBooks, MYOB, Peachtree accounting, Tally Accounting, Wave Accounting from Google
Business Apps, Quickens, Xero, Freshbooks, Clearbooks etc ).
 Must have hands on experience in Microsoft Excel (Advanced Features - Pivot tables, Vlookup, HLookup,
Macros, financial templates) and knowhow of using database applications for accounting and financial
analysis.
 Familiar with usage of popular social media tools i.e. Dropbox, Google apps, Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook etc.
 Must have the ability to train participants in payroll, accounts receivables, accounts payables, source
deductions, GST payment, posting, invoicing, Tax preparation, accounting statements preparation, financial
reporting, financial management etc.
 Must be familiar with European, American and Canadian Tax Returns and IRS tax compliance.
E-Marketing/SEO/SMM Expert (Salary Range; Rs.35K to 40K)
Other specific responsibilities include;
 Train the trainees in E-marketing/SEO/SMM and practically engage them with an online project.
Qualifications & skills;
 Masters degree or equivalent in social sciences preferably MBA/MCS/BS-CS/I.T/BE
 At least 05 years experience of Search Engine Optimization/marketing, updated tricks and tools for SEO,
spiders, data miners and advertising agencies.
 Must have proven knowledge and experience in freelancing / e-lancing.
 Must have knowledge of Wordpress, Joolma and Facebook fan page creation etc.
 Should have knowledge of Updated Google analytics, and other search engine algorithms.
 Should have practical experience of On Page and Off page SEO/SMM techniques.
 Excellent communication and web content writing skills.
 Knowhow of Programming (HTML, CSS and Server side Scripting Languages).
Call Center Expert (Salary Range; Rs.40K to 50K)
Other specific responsibilities include;
 To supervise the overall process of setting up Call Center hardware and software in I.T Centers on need
basis.
 To train the trainees in online English communication/sales calls techniques and selling skills.
 To develop and implement KPIs for Call Center trainees.
Qualifications & skills;
 Masters preferably in English or MBA-Marketing/MCS/BS-CS/I.T/BE
 At least 05-years of experience as Team Leader / Supervisor in a Call Center.








Practical knowledge of open source & free VoIP solutions for setting up a complete Call Center. (iBeam, 3CX
etc).
Must have practical experience of training Call Center agents on communication techniques and ethics.
Must have the updated and practical knowledge of setting up Call Center Hardware & Software.
Expertise in using internet and social media tools including Skype, Dropbox, Google Apps, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Facebook etc.
In-depth knowledge of target market and demands.
Excellent communication (writing and verbal) and interpersonal skills.

Resource Mobilization Expert (Salary Range; Rs.35K to 45K)
Other specific responsibilities include;
 To train and engage the trainees with development of test concept notes, proposals and documentation of
innovative ideas.
 To utilize all possible resources including e-media to materialize the concept notes and proposals developed
during training sessions.
 To write/edit the contents of project’s website, marketing collateral, publications and proposals.
 To develop some real proposals for resource mobilization.
Qualifications & skills;
 Masters or equivalent in Social Sciences.
 At least 05-years experience of research, proposals development and content writing.
 Expertise in using internet and social media tools including Dropbox, Google Apps, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Facebook etc.
 Must have knowledge of online resource mobilization and related websites.
 Excellent verbal communication and technical writing skills.
 Must have the ability to train the participants in proposal writing skills and hunting financial resources online
and offline.
Expert in Online Forex & Stocks Trading (Salary Range; Rs.35K to 45K)
Other specific responsibilities include;
 To train the trainees in online Stocks and Forex trading.
 To sharpen the practical skills of the trainees through online demo trading accounts.
 To orient the trainees with risk minimization & safe trading strategies.
 To familiarize the trainees with market trend analysis using different available tools.
 To develop linkages and synergies with relevant individuals, firms and organizations in order to assist trained
human resource during and even after the training.
 To provide information about credible Stock and Forex brokers in order to avoid scams and frauds.
Qualifications & skills;
 Masters or equivalent in Business and Commerce.
 At least 05 years experience as a real market player in Stocks and Forex trading.
 Proven knowledge and experience as a trader in various Forex and Stock trading platforms.
 Proficient in using different tools and techniques used for market analysis.
Trainer – I.T for Entrepreneurs (Salary Range; Rs.25K to 35K)
Other specific responsibilities include;
 To conduct I.T trainings in field through a mobile training unit in many remote villages across G.B as per the
Training Calendar.
 To familiarize the trainees with different templates in MS Excel, MS Word and MS Access to handle business
transactions (like recording inventory, sales, cash flows, and profit and loss calculations) and routine business
activities properly.




To provide assistance to trainees in developing their business/e-commerce websites and awareness to
market businesses using internet and ICT tools.
To help the trainee entrepreneurs to practically implement learnt lessons to further improve their businesses.

Qualifications & skills;
 Masters or equivalent in I.T/Computer Science. I.T along with business management background would be
given preference.
 At least 05 years experience in E-Marketing/SEO or Web Designing.
 Fluent in using advanced MS Office features for business management.
 Experience of using different software technologies for businesses.
 Expertise in Search Engine Optimization and Search Engine Marketing tricks with updated knowledge of
Google Analytics and other search engines.
 Basic expertise of developing simple websites.
 Excellent communication and interpersonal skills.
Part Time Trainers – Communication Experts (in English) for Online Activities (07 positions based in
Gulmit, Karimabad, Aliabad, Gilgit, Danyour, Skardu & Gahkuch). (Salary; Rs.2.5K per hour class per month)
Other specific responsibilities include;
 To improve online professional communication skills of the trainees for using social media tools i.e. E-mail,
LinkedIn, Twitter, Skype, Facebook etc. on part time basis (02 or more sessions per day; 01-02 hours class
per session per day).
 To polish english language skills of the trainees.
Qualifications & skills;
 Masters or equivalent in Communication or English.
 At least 05 years experience in imparting communication and English language skills.
 Hands on experience in business communication using social media tools like Twitter, Facebook, Email,
LinkedIn, Skype etc.
 Excellent communication and interpersonal skills.
Trainer – Solar Energy Solutions Expert (Salary Range; Rs.70K to 100K)
Other specific responsibilities include;
 To provide practical trainings in Solar Panel’s designing, assembling and maintenance.
 To develop and document energy requirement calculation techniques and tools.
 To provide guidance and supervision in procurement of quality training material and tools.
 To introduce innovation in the design and assembling of solar panels as per need of this area to provide
economical solar energy solutions to general masses in GB.
 To introduce diverse applications of solar technologies.
 To provide information about the technical specifications, cost & benefit analysis of the Solar Panels for
developing marketing collateral.
Qualifications & skills;
 Graduation or equivalent in Electrical / Electronic Engineering.
 At least 05 years experience working on Solar Energy Solutions; designs, manufacturing & assembling.
 In-depth knowledge of available solar energy technologies and possibilities.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------Salary depends upon the expertise and experience of the candidates. Candidates may email their CVs by
February 14, 2013 at hr@kado.net.pk, clearly mentioning the position applied for in the subject line of the email.
Only short listed candidates will be contacted for interview. For more details, please visit www.kadohunza.org

